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entitled In Fausturm, which refer to the deeds of 
the famous conjuror. In Jonson's Tale of a Tub, 
act iv, scene 5, are the following lines: 

Puppy. " My name's Ball Puppy, I have seen 
the devil among the straw. 0 for a cross ! a 
collop of Friar Bacon, or a conjuring stick of 
Doctor Faustus! spirits are in the barn. " 

An interesting passage is found in Jonson's Staple 
of News, act iv, scene 2, where Gossip Tattle 
remarks: "My husband, Timothy Tattle, God 
rest his poor soul ! was wont to say, there was no 
play without a fool and a devil in' t," an allusion, 
no doubt, to that pleasing episode in the Inter- 
ludes which always appealed to the "hobnailed 
spectator," when the fool used to get up onto the 
devil's back and "beate him with his coxcombe 
till he rore." The passage quoted above from 
the Staple of News is most suggestive of a scene in 
the English Wagner Book (1594)T where Faustus, 
after punishing a certain knight, " reard him vp 
vppon his feete, & then got vpon his backe, and so 
rid twice about the Chamber." In this same 
scene of the Staple of News (act nv. scene 2) is 
the curious expression, " would have made a horse 
laugh," and that phrase occurs for the first time, 
so far as is known, in the English Wagner Book, 
chapter 6. 

Another reference to Faust which Tille has 
omitted is found in Shadwell' s comedy, The 
Sullen Lovers (1688), where Sir Positive-At-All 
remarks: " Why I will discover lost spoons and 
linen, resolve all horary questions, nay, raise a 
devil with Doctor Faustus himself, if he were 
alive." 8 

The last reference which the present writer 
has to add to Tille's Faustsplitter, is found in 
Punch's Petition to the Ladies, where the fol- 
lowing lines occur 9: 

"The Gothic rage of Vander Hop 

Has forced away our George and Dragon, 
Has broke our wires, nor was he civil 
To Doctor Fautus nor the Devil.) 

To record the allusions in comparative literature 
during the past two centuries to the Faust story 
would require more space than this article admits. 
The interest of both scholars and lay readers in 
the story continues to-day, however, to be almost 
as great as it was in the seventeenth and eigh- 
teenth centuries.10 The writer would like, in 
closing, to refer to the German tales of Heinrich 
Zschokke (published collectively in 1828), espe- 
cially to his fascinating story Der tote Gast, in 
which is evident the influence which the Faust 
story had upon the author of that tale. It is 
probably a mere coincidence that Zschokke chose 
the name " Herbesheim " for the village in which 
the scene is laid, and had no thought in mind of 
' Herbipolis "-the place where Trithemius met 
Faustus. It is rather significant, however, that 
the figure of " Der tote Gast'" himself, and the 
manner in which his victims met their death at 
midnight, "den Hals umgedreht," corresponds 
exactly to the description of Faust and the man- 
ner of his death as Melanchthon relatesit. "Media 
nocte domus quassata est. Mane, cum Faustus 
non surgeret, et iam esset fere meridies, hospes- 
inuenitque eum iacentem prope lectum inuersa 
facie, sic a diabolo interfectus." The last evi- 
dence of the Faust story's influence in the tale of 
Der tote Gast appears when the character Herr 
von Hahn remarks to himself in surprise at the 
terror which his appearance has created in the 
minds of the common people of Herbesheim, 
"Hiilt man mich denn fur den zweiten Doktor 
Faust ? " 

ALFRED E. RIciuRDs. 
Princeton University. 

ADD. MS. 34064 

AND SPENrER'# Ruins of Time AND Mother 
Hubberd's Tale. 

This Ms. is described in the Dict. of National 
Biography as follows :-" A 17th century manu- I Chapter 23. 

8 Mountfort's farce of Doctor Faustus had just then come 
upon the stage, and Shadwell's brother-in-law, Jevon, 
played one of the leading parts. 

9See Hedderwick, Doctor Faust, London, 1887, page 
xxviii. 

10An illustration of this is found in the desire of Ger- 
man students at Heidelberg in 1903 to give a performance 
of Marlowe's Doctor Faustus, which they did represent 
most successfully. 
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script of verse by various authors of the 16th 
and 17th centuries (in the possession of Mr. F. 
W. Cosens), contains transcripts of many of 
Breton's poems, some of which were printed in 
England's lelicon, others in Arbor of Amorous 
Devices, 1597, and one Amoris Lachrimae for the 
death of Sir Philip Sidney in Breton's Boure of 
Delight, 1591. There are also some thirty short 
pieces fairly attributable to Breton which do not 
appear to have been printed in the poet's life 
time: they were published first by Dr. Grosart." 
The fly-leaf has the following: 

And in the Strand 1596 
Anthonie Babington 

of Warrington 
Roger Wright 

M [anu] M[ea] 
Roger Wright me possidett ex dono Hererice 

frater meo. 

The British Museum catalogues the collection under 
Nicholas Breton's Poems; but this is a little mis- 
leading as there are in addition to a number of 
poems known to have been composed by Breton, 
selections from two of Spenser's poems, The Ruins 
of Time, and The Mother hrubberd 's Tale, besides 
several whose authors so far have not been iden- 
tified. 

Of the poems which this collection contains the 
following have been assigned by Dr. Grosart to 
Breton. Those that appear in England's Helicon 
or Arbor of Amorous Devices are indicated by the 
initials of these two collections. 

Ff. 2. a. To Elizabeth. 
b. A Pastoral. E. H. 

3. a-b. Three Sonnets [two of which are given 
below]. 

4. a. " Never think upon anoye." 
5. a. " If beautie did not blinde the eies." 
5. b. "A discontented minde." A. A. D. 
6. a. " What Fate decreed." 
6. b. " The fields are grene." 
7. a. " Oh eyes, leave off your weeping." 
7. b. A Sonnet. A. A. D. 
8. a. Phillis and Corydon. 
8. b. " Fair, fairer, thou the fairest." 
9. a-b. Choridon's Dreame. 

10. a. Choricdon's Supplication. 
10. b. 11. a. Sir Philip Sidney's Epitaph. 
11. b. A Shepherd's Dream. E. H. 
12. a-b. Love Dead. 
13. a. Faithful unto Death. 

13. b. Transitoriness [so called by Dr. Grosart]. 
14. a-b. An Epitaph on the Death of a Noble Gentle- 

woman. A. A. D. 
15. a-b. " Upon a daintie hill sometime." 
16. a. Phillida and Coidon. E. H. 
16. b. "At my heart there is a paine." 
17. a. "A prettie Fancie." A. A. D. 
17. b. Astrophellhis song of Phillida and Coridon. E. H. 
18. a. Sonnet. A. A. D. 
18. b. " In time of yore where Sheppds dwelt." 
19. a. In praise of his mistress. A. A. D. 
19. b. Quatuor Elementa. 
20. a. A sonnet upon this word in truth spoken by a 

lady to her servants. 
20. a. Another upon the same subject. 
20. b. Sonnet. 
21. a. "Some men will say there is a kind of muse." 
21. b. "Oh that desire colde leave to live that long 

hath looked to die." 
22. a. "If heaven and earth were not bothe fullie 

bente." 
22. b. "When authors wryte God knows what thinge 

is true." 
23. a. "All my senses stand amazed." 
23. b. "All my witte hath well enwrapped." 
24. a. "Will it never better be." 
24. b. "Pause awhile my prettie muse." 
25. a. "Look not to longe." 
25. a. "Perfeccon peerless virtue without pride." 
25. b. "Poure downe poore eyes the teares of true 

distress. " 
25. b. " Choridon unhappie swaine." 
26. a. The same sonnet as on 3. b., but not as good 

a copy. 

There is one poem in the series that has not been 
ascribed to Breton, the one on if. 4. b. It is 
signed Edward Spencer, and the handwriting of 
the signature differs from that of the poem. It 
can hardly be a poem by Spenser, but as a 
curiosity I give it entire: 

Ffrom the heavnes there hath descended 
by the heavenlie powres defended 
of the highest powres appointed 
wth most hollie oyle annointed 
Such an Angell suche a Queene 
as the world hath never seene 
Dulce, Pura, cara, Bella 
farre above Astrophills Stella 
faire above all faire as far 
as the sonne a little starre 
Oh what eyes can stande before her 
And their hartes doe not adore her 
Oh that I might once but see 
this sweete sunne to shine on me 
fer wch sunne so sweete and faire 
not the sunne amidd the aire 
But on earthe that shineth here 
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whom the heavnes houlde so deare 
praye with the poore Philosopher 
unto the higlhe astronomer 
that guyde the sunne, the moone e starres 
in welthe, in woe, in peace and warres 
So to preserve her heavenlie grace 
that we maie joye to see her face 
And all poore creatures woe begon them 
May have that sunne to shine upon them. 

EDWARD SPExcmE. 

After Ff. 26. a. comes a blank page. The 
handwriting, which up to this time has been 
similar in general characteristics-probably that 
of one person-now becomes much more regular. 
At Ff. 41 we go back to the handwriting of the 
earlier part of the book. From Ff. 55 on the 
handwriting is of a considerably later date, and 
the subjects sbow that it was written about the 
middle of the seventeenth century. 

The subjects of the poems from Ff. 27-55 are 
as follows: 

27. a. The Scyrmish betwext Reason and Passion. [A 
Morality Masque]. 

27. b. Sonnet. "An old man fallen in love with a 
younge maiden." 

28. a. Another on the same subject. 
28. a. Sonnet. " Transformed in show but more trans- 

formed in mynd." 
28. b. Sonnet, " In vaine myne eies your laboure to 

amend." 
28. a. Another. "Over these brookes (thinking to 

ease myne eies)." 
29. The answer to ye former verses. 
29. " What tonge can her perfections tell." 
31. a. Selection from Ruins of Time. 
33. a. Another from Ruins of Time (two stanzas). 
33. a. "Another." A poem of 30 lines beginning- 

"My heavie eyes, still fixed on the grounde, 
My tyred hands upp thrown unto the skies." 

33. b. Selection from Mother Hubberd's Tale, here 
misnamed The Ruins of Time. 

35. b. Two poems on the Flour de Luce in Oxford. 
36. a. A Libel. 
40. b. Tandem. 

"At length comes oft to late 
And if stands doubtful ever." 

This poem ends abruptly. Ff. 41 is blank. 
41. b. Breton's Amoris Lachroniae. 
47-55. Breton's DiiWnitie. A. A. D. 

One point of very great interest in this collec- 
tion lies in the fact the selections from Spenser's 
poems in places give us readings that differ from 

that of the printed text. We know that the poet 
did not superintend the publication of the Com- 
plaints, in 1591 (entered Dec. 29, 1590), in 
which the Ruins of Time and the Mother Hub- 
berd's Tale appeared. The popularity of the 
Fairie Queene had made any poem which bore 
the Spenser mark valuable for publication, and 
hence we find William Ponsonby gatherilng 
together all the shorter poems he couLld lay his 
hands on, and publishing them under the general 
title, Complaints. Many of these poems, as we 
know, and as was the custom in those days, 
had long been circulating in Mis. form ;1 for 
example, of the Mother Hub berd's Tale, Spenser 
himself says in his dedication of it to Lady 
Compton, "which having long sithens composed 
in the raw conceipt of my youth." The fact 
that the author did not superintend the publi- 
cation of these poems makes any Ms. version of 
them valuable. And that here Nve have a copy 
of a Ms. version that antedates the printed version 
we can have but little doubt, for the variances 
from the latter can hardly be explained upon any 
other basis. 

Only those portions of the Rtiszis of Time are 
copied which have to do with the Dudley family. 
The first quotation begins with line 

" It is not long since these two eyes beheld" 

only those lines will be given that show differences 
from the reading of the Globe text, which in the 
main follows the text of 1591 editiou; all varia- 
tions will be found in italics. 

The fourtb and seventh lines of the first stanza 
quoted read as follows: 

And greatest ones did sue to gett his grace, 
And right and royal did his word maintaine. 

The second line of the next stanza reads: 
Of the people, and brought foorth on a beare. 

The next two stanzas of the poem are omitted, 
but the succeeding is a peculiar combination of 
two stanzas- 

He now is dead and all his glorie gone 
And all his greatness vanished to nought 
Somewhat in heaven store-house he uplayed, 
His hope is faith, and come to pass his dread 

I See the general preface to the Complaints, The Printer 
to the General Reader. 
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And evil men now dead buryinge never [or new] layed 
He now is gone, the whilest ye fox is crept 
Into ye hole the which the badger swept. 

The next three stanzas are omitted. It begins 
again- 

He dyed and after his brother dyed 
His brother prince his noble peare 

The rest of the stanza shows no variations; in the 
next are these lines 

As living and thy lost love dost deplore, 
So that wtiles thou faire flower of chastitie 

The first line of the stanza that follows reads- 
Thy love shall never die, ye whilst this verse 

The fifth line of this stanza is omitted, the last 
line reading 

Such grace the heavens unto thy virtue give. 

The last two lines of the stanza that follows, and 
the whole of the one succeeding that are omitted. 
It begins again- 

Ne may I let thy husband's sister die, 
That goodly ladie, she eak-e did spring 
Out of this stok, afamous familye 
Whose praises I to future age doo sing, 
And out of her happie womb did springe 
The sacred broode of learninge and of honor 
In whom the heavens powrde all their gifts upon her. 

The last two lines of the next stanza show 
variations: 

With treasure, passinge all ye worlds worth, 
And heaven itself, wch brought it forth. 

In the next stanza the last three lines are omitted: 
the third and fourth show variations: 

Loathinge this earth and earthly slime 
ifije back too soone unto his native place. 

Only one line in the next stanza shows any 
variation, the fifth: 
And yt chose, that guiltless hands of enemies. 

The next stanza presents no variation, and the 
three that follow are omitted. The third line of 
the stanza beginning, "But now, more happy 
thou," reads as follows- 

Whilst thou, in the Elisian fields so free. 

The whole of the next stanza is omitted. The 
sixth line of the succeeding is as follows- 

But shall in rustic darkness lie. 

Twelve stanzas are at this point omitted. There 
follow- 

Therefore in this behalfe happie I do reade 
Good Melibae, that hath a poet got 
To singe his livinge-praises, deade 
Deserving never here to be forgot, 
In spite of envye that his deed would spot. 
Since his discease learninge lyeth unregarded 
And men of arms doo wander unrewarded. 

These two be these two great calamities 
That long ago did grieve the noble spright 
Of Solomon with great indignities, 
Who whilom was above the wisest wight. 
But now his wisdome is disprooved quite. 
ffor he that welds now, all things at his will, 
Scorns th' on the other in his deeper skill. 

The next stanza closes with this line- 

Ne live nor dead, be of the muse adorned. 
ffinis. 

There now follows a second quotation from the 
Ruins of Time, the two stanzas of the sixth 
"pageant." I shall give only the lines that 

diffier from the reading of the Globe text: 

I saw two beares as white as anie snow 

Although the compast world had bene sought round. 

But what can longe abide above the grounde 
In stedfast bliss and happiness 

Was but of earth, and with her weightiness 
Uppon them fell and both unwares oppress. 

Only that portion of the Mother Hubberd's Tale 
is copied which is a satire on the church, begin- 
ning on line 353. The following lines are omit- 
ted: 355, 356, 359, 360, 365, 366, 369-374, 
385-389, 395, 399-402, 405-408, 413414, 
426430, 437-445, 449-455, 459-478, 491- 
495, 519-520, 526. Differences in reading 
between that of the ms. and the Globe Edition 
are frequent: 

Line 361. At last they chaunst with a formall Priest to 
meete 

367. And awkt license, or what Pas they had 
375. Because that you sir, shall not us missdeeme 
376. But, shall find us, as honest as we seeme, 
380. As if some texte thereon, he studyinge weare, 
382. For reade he could not, either evidence, or will, 
383. Ne tell a written word, nor yet a letter, 
384. Ne make a little worse, ne make it better. 
390. But this good sir the word did follow plain. 
391. And meddled not vith controversies vaine- 
392. All his care was, his service well to saye 
393. And to read homilies uppon hollie-dayes. 
394. When that was done, he might attend his 

playes. 
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398. Who noe good trade of lyfe, did entertaine 
403. Then said the foxe, who hath not the world 

tryed 
412. And you shall for ever us your bondmen make 
415. It seemes (saith the priest) yt you both are clarks 
417. Is not that name enough to get a living 
418. To him that hath witt of natures givinge 
421. To Deacons, to Archdeacons, to Commissaries 
424. Who ever envie them, (yett ensie byttes neare). 
426. Might unto some of them in tyme arise 
432. To feed men's soules, he hath an heavie threat, 
433. To feed mens soules (quoth he) it is not in 

man 
436. Eat they that list, we need do noe more 
446. The paines is not soe great but verie well yee may 

Discharge yre Duties, easlye everye day [not 
in the Globe text]. 

447. Tis not soe great, as it was wont before 
448. Its now a dayes, not halfe so straight and sore. 
456. Nowe once a weeke uppon the 1 Sabbaoth day 
467. It is enough, to doe our small devotion. 

Unto ye sillie people that doe come to pray 
[Not found in the Globe text]. 

468. And then to follow on, our merrie motions. 
484. Much good learninge, one therout may reede, 
490. Or to some other great one in the worldes eye, 
496. There thou must talk in sober gravitie, 
497. And seeme as lowly as sainct Ratigunde. 
499. And unto every man, doe curtesie meeke, 
501. And be sure not to lacke ere longe. 
502. But if you list, to the courte to tronge 
504. Then must you be disposed, another waye, 
505. For there you must needs learn to laugh and 

to lye. 
506. To face and to forge, and keepe companie. 
507. To crouch to please, to be a bedle stocke 
508. At thy great masters will, to scorn and mocke. 
509. So mayest thou chance to mock out a benefice, 
510. Unless thou canske [canst], on cover by device, 
511. Or cast a figure for a byshoppricke 
512. That were a prettie kind of niggling tricke, 
513. These be the wayes, the wch without reward, 
514. Livinge in court is gotton though full harde. 
517. With a benevolence, or at least have for a gage 
518. The primitas of your fatt personage 
521. Doe not you therefore seeke yor living there 
522. But of private persons seeke it, elsewhere, 
523. Whereas thou mayest compound a better praye 
528. That yf thy leiving chancefor to arise 
529. To fortie pound, that then thy youngest sonn 
534. And therin thou mayest maintained bee, 
535. This is the way of them that are unlearned. 
538. For learnings sake to livings them to raise. 
539. Yet manye of them (god wott) are driven, 
540. To accept a benefice in pieces riven. 

ffinis. 

After this the transcriber wrote "Another," 
and followed it with the line, 
Line 659. The Ape, himself clothed like a gentleman. 

After the word ' gentleman ' there is a mark 
that may stand for et, and in the right hand 
corner (for the bottom of the page is reached) an 
and, as though it were the first word of the next 
line. However, on the next page is the poem, 
"Upon the flower-de-luce in Oxford." 

Most of the differences between the readings of 
the Cozens' ms. and those of the accepted edi- 
tion are such as are due to the carelessness of the 
copyist, but a few seem to me to be certainly due 
to the fact that here we have a Ms. copied, not 
from the quarto printed in 1591, but from one 
of the numerous MS. editions of his lesser poems 
mentioned by Ponsonby. This seems to be made 
doubly sure by the fact that in many cases the 
reading of the MS. is really preferable, and further 
by the two lines found in the Ms. that are not 
found in the printed text. 

The interesting question of the date of this Ms. 

should next attract us ; and here I am in much 
uncertainty. The book came into the possession 
of Roger Wright in 1596, and all the poems on 
f. 2-26a, 41-55 are probably in the same hand- 
writing. At the bottom of f. 47 there are some 
words in the handwriting of the title page followed 
by M. M. [manu mea]. At f. 55 begins a new 
hand with a poem on Mr. Pim, probably a hand 
contemporary with the famous Puritan. Ff. 56 
and 57 are occupied with " An Elegie upon the 
death of my deare sister M. W. [Margaret Wise- 
man, as we discover], who died of a feaver the 
7th of January An. Do. 1653 AuO Aet 18." 

Ff. 27-40, in which occur these selections from 
Spenser's poems, are in a fourth handwriting, 
very regular, but not likely to be of a much later 
date than 1600. It may even be earlier. It 
looks much more like that of a professional copyist 
than like that of a man who took down for his 
own entertainment the words of such poems as 
Pleased him. That they were not copied from 
the printed edition of the Complaints appears cer- 
tain, and if from a MS. copy, it must have been 
from one of those mentioned by Ponsonby. 

There is a further matter of interest in this Ms. 
In the Gloss to the October Eclogue of the Shep- 
herd's Calender are quoted two lines from one of 

"See the same confusing of Sabbath and Sabbaoth in 
Faerie Queene, Book vii, Canto viii. 
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Spenser's lost sonnets- " as well sayth the poet 
elsewhere in one of his sonnets- 

The silver swan doth sing before her dying day 
As she that feels the deepe delight that is in death." 

Also in the general preface to the Complaints we 
have mentioned as one of Spenser's lost poems 
The Dying Pellican. Now the sonnets on if. 3 1b, 

thouglh they are assigned by Dr. Grosart in his 
1876 edition of Breton's poems to Breton, on the 
ground that, as many of the poems in the Ms. 
volume are undoubtedly Breton's, the remainder 
must also be assigned to him, are to me interesting 
as they raise the question, are they two of Spen- 
ser' s lost sonnets? In both the dying pellican is 
mentioned, and in both occur lines that are very 
similar to the lines above quoted. I quote the 
sonnets entire: 

"I The pretie Turtle dove, that with no little moane 
When she hathe lost her make, sitts moorninge all alone 
The Swanne that alwaies sings an houre before her deathe 
Whose deadlie gryves do give the grones that drawe awaie 

her breathe 
The Pellican that pecks the blud out of her brest 
And by her deathe doth onlie feed her younge ones in 

the nest 
The harte emparked cloase: within a plott of grounde 
Who dare not overlook the pale fer feare of hunters hounde 
The hounde in kennell tyed that heares the chase goe by 
And bootles wishing foote abroade, in vaine doth howle 

alnd crye 
The tree with withered top, that hath his braunches deade 
and hangeth downe his highest bowes, while other hould 

upp heade 
Endure not half the deathe, the sorrowe nor disgrace 
that my poore wretched mind abids, where none can waile 

my case." 

'Ffor truth hath loste his trust, more dere than turtle dove 
and what a death to suche a life; that such a paine doth 

prove 
The swan for sorrow singes, to see her deathe so nye 
I die because I see my deatlie, and yet I can not dye. 
The Pelican doth feed her younge ones with her bludd 
I bleed to death to feede desires yt doe me never good 
My hart emparked rounde within the grounde of greif 
is so besett with houndes of hate: yt lookes for no relief 
And swete desire my dogg is clogged so with care 
he cries and dies to here delightes and come not wher 

they are 
My tree of true delight, is rokde with sorrow soe 
As but the heavenes do soon helpe, will be his overthrowe 
In summe my dole, my deathe, and my disgrace is such 
As never man that ever lyvde knewe ever halfe so muche." 

P. M. BUCx, JR. 
William McKinley High School, St. Louis. 

TWO NOTES ON DANTE. 

1. NOTE ON Piers Plowman, B TEXT III, 190, 
AND VI, 62. 

Piers Plowman, B Text iII, 190 and vi, 62 
read respectively as follows: 

Crope into a Kabanfor colde of ,bi nailles. 
My cokeres and my coffesfor colde of my nailles. 

The line of A Text (iii, 184) corresponding to the 
first of these lines reads oreptest for crope and 
shows no other essential difference; and vii, 56 
of A Text, which is the prototype of B. vi, 62 
has his for my throughout, with no other change. 
Neither line occurs in C Text. 

This use of the nails to indicate the feeling of 
extreme cold is quite natural, but apparently just 
as unusual ; for I have found it paralleled in two 
passages only. The first is from Dante Inf. xvii, 
85-86: 

Qual e colui c'ha si presso il riprezzo 
Della quartana, c'lha giA P unghie smnorte. 

("As one who has the shivering of the quartan so 
near, that he has his nails already pale," Car- 
lyle's tr. ) 

The second is from Shakespeare, L. L. L. v, 
ii, 915-916: 

When icicles hang by the wall, 
And Dick the shepherd blows his nail. 

2. NOTE ON DANTE Pubrg. II, 98-99. 

The passage reads as follows: 
Veramente da tre mesi egli ha tolto 
Chi ha voluto eiitrar, con tutta pace. 

("Truly, for three months past, he hath taken, in 
all peace, whoso hath wished to enter," Okey's tr. ) 

Whatever be the specific views of the various 
commentators as to the date of Dante's entrance 
upon his journey through Hell, Purgatory, and 
Paradise, all are agreed that it should be placed 
somewhere near Easter, 1300. The three monzths 
spoken of in the quotation above are usually taken 
to refer to the duration of the Jubilee of Boniface 
VIII.1 But the decree establishing the Jubilee is 
dated Feb. 23, 1300; and so, as a matter of fact, 
the genieral period of indulgence was about six 
weeks; even though the decree is retroactive. 

ALLEN R. BENHAM. 
The University of Washington. 

-'e Scartazzini's notes on the lines. 
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